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Ground Heat Exchanger



A Ground Heat Exchanger, in short, GHE, is a system installed beneath the surface 
of the ground and below the freezing zone, where temperature is not subject to 
great variations.
The system supplies pretreated outside air to the interior of the building, along 
with the mechanical ventilation fitted with a recuperator.
Recuperation alongside the GHE system offers the user real benefits. How? 
By investing just 30-40% more than one would spend on a standard installation, 
you can enjoy a far more efficient heat recovery system during winter and a free 
air-conditioning during summer.

By installing the GHE in the entire supply-exhaust ventilation with recuperation, we 
can considerably reduce electricity consumption in the recuperator itself (maintaining  
a temperature of 0 °C and above makes turning the heater on unnecessary during winter) 
and improves air quality in the building. Meanwhile, in the summer, the GHE functions 
as a fully ecological and nearly free air-conditioner  – minimal electricity consumption  
is due to the work of ventilators that force the air flow through the installation.

The advantages of
installing GHE

Why do we
install the GHE?

What is a Ground  
Heat Exchanger?

You can enjoy clean air all year long. Thanks to our solutions the supplied air is free 
from particles, dust and other micro-contaminations as well as disagreeable odor, ty-
pical for standard air-conditioning. How is it achieved? By fitting the air intake and the 
recuperator with filters and thanks to an antibacterial surface on the inner layer of the 
pipes. What’s more, during winter GHE prevents the elements of the mechanical venti-
lation (the recuperator) from freezing or frosting!
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Cooling the air down from 35 °C to 17 °C in the summer ensures a pleasant, cool air flow 
inside the building. With such a solution, a separate air-conditioner becomes redundant, 
thus saving us quite a sum of money.

exemplary temperature 
in the summer

exemplary outside temperature 
in the winter

exemplary temperature in the 
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exemplary temperature in the GHE  
installation, around 2 m beneath  
the surface of the ground

During winter, when the temperature drops to -20 °C, the air in the GHE preheated to 
+1 °C gives real benefits when it comes to heating.
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How does the GHE 
work in winter?

How does the GHE 
work in summer?
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A i R  i n T A k E

GeoHeat
system

R E C U P E R A T O R P i P E S  A n D  F i T T i n G S

A device in the mechanical ventilation, respon-
sible for heat recovery from air exhausted in 
the winter. it also ensures air flow in the su-
mmer (through the GHE for instance). it could 
be called the heart of the whole mechanical 
ventilation system.

GEOHEAT antibacterial pipes are bonded to-
gether with special electro resistant fittings 
and butt fittings. if possible, pipes can be butt 
welded.

Fitted with the right air filters, placed in the 
right location and at the right height, it ensu-
res a failure-free and basically maintenance
-free use of the GHE GEOHEAT.

Different 
GHE layouts

Tichelmann layout

Direct layout

Ring layout

Meander layout

Tichelmann layout
under the building
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   Pipes used in the GHE GEOHEAT have antibacterial qualities as the inside layer 
of the pipes contains particles of silver (produced by a Swiss company SANITIZED).  
That ensures a fresh, healthy and pollution-free air that is ideal for allergy and asth-
matic sufferers.

   All GHE GEOHEAT components are made out of high quality plastic – high density 
polyethylene (HDPE). Since the 1970s this material has been used in building gas grids 
and water-pipe networks. Heat transfer ratio of 0,5 W/mK, which is key in the GHE pipe 
solutions, is the highest ratio available on the market. 

  Method of connecting the GHE GEOHEAT System. GEOHEAT elements are connected 
using electric resistance welding and butt welding, thus giving the system a 100% leak 
tightness and durability. GHE is therefore totally protected against underground water 
and rainwater. The GHE GEOHEAT can be laid within the outline of the building’s foun-
dation, under the foundation plate, the parking lot or green areas at a depth of 1,65 to 
2,2 meters. In fact at such a depth the temperature is quite stable throughout the year 
and varies between 4 °C and 8 °C. 

The GHE GEOHEAT comes with a 30-year warranty. Thanks to the advantages listed 
above like: electric resistance welding and butt welding, high quality material (HDPE 
- high density polyethylene), inner antibacterial layer as well as the fact that GEOHE-
AT system is installed only by authorized and well-trained fitters, 30-year warranty  
is issued, ensuring a failure-free and maintenance-free functioning of the GHE  
GEOHEAT.

The GHE GEOHEAT is a Polish product, produced entirely in Poland. Its unique system 
has been patented in the Patent Office and given a trademark protected in the entire 
European Union.

When will the GHE GEOHEAT pay itself back? A well designed and installed GHE should 
pay itself back in 6 to 8 years.
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Why choose 
GEOHEAT?
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Geoheat 
system certificates

Examples of
projects
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tel.: 32 260 13 41
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